This article explores the way that the themes of cultural memory and commemoration
Although the dual public function of these signs-to mark the land and provide information to those who pass by-is immediately evident, Robertson argues that the photographs also produce a cartography that is alternative or additional to the landmarks they point to or signify. This essay explores the notion of the antimap as a way to critically engage with the dominant colonial systems of knowledge and power that historically have attempted to obscure particular experiences of the past in favor of a clearly named, institutionalized version. I argue that Robertson evokes the schema of an antimap to challenge dominant historical and contemporary modes of placemaking and that her photographs achieve this through eliciting countermemories and other ways of speaking about the spaces and land referred to by the signs. Although she puts the language of official discourse on display in her photographs, the images continually circumvent the regulatory structures of control and authority embodied by the signs. "What we see," Paul Carter explains in a passage that resonates for Robertson's images, is…[a] place, a historical fact, detached from its travellers; static, at anchor, as if it was always there, bland, visible. Standing at this well-known point, the spatial event is replaced by a historical stage. Only the actors are absent. Even as we look towards the horizon or turn away down fixed routes, our gaze sees through the space of history, as if it were never there. (p. xiv) Standing there, bland and visible, Robertson's reproduced road signs perform this image of historical veracity. Existing officially and formally through the names stenciled onto the signs, however, this history offers little in terms of exact details or memories of the stories and events that contributed to the earlier significance of the space. In attempting to balance an engagement with the often contradictory forms of official discourse and everyday modes of knowing, Robertson's work also addresses the paradoxical project of both evidencing and wrangling with Walter Benjamin's argument that "the fact of quotation also testifies to the loss of the original source, its lapsing from historical memory and the necessity to revive it" (quoted in Carter, 1987, p. 326) .
Although this essay shares Carter's interest in the process of naming, it is more interested in considering how and why Robertson frames her project of representing the functional inscriptions of the signs. As such, it is also important to note that although the road sign is itself an instrument of official discourse, it also contributes to the ongoing practice of place-making in a postcolonial setting, where the representation of an operational space of White settler culture is constituted according to the articulations of mythopoetics and nostalgia. In eliciting a nocturnal focus, Robertson aims to shift viewers' attention away from the regular role and state-endorsed authority of these road signs toward a realization that the signs also work to acknowledge and commemorate an unofficial history that remains-paradoxically, it transpiresobscured by mainstream conceptions, understandings, and experiences of place.
Robertson's images demonstrate Judith Binney's (2001) claim for the counterpolitical agency of historical photographs, Maori manuscripts, and oral narrative: "As soon as one removes the state, its agents and its institutions as the central framework for writing about Maori colonial and postcolonial experiences, the autonomy of the Maori world emerges" (p. 96). Instead of reasserting an essentialized form of subsumed otherness, Binney's work evidences the historical existence of independent systems and structures of meaning construction. Robertson's photographs build on Binney's point to demonstrate that these practices and systems continue to have an ongoing role within contemporary, bicultural Aotearoa.
Photographs, including those from the Prophets series (1998) and the WhakatereAcross the Great Ocean of Kiwa series (2000) , suggest that the spaces, events, and people commemorated by the road signs had an importance prior to the official recognition they achieved by being inscribed into the colonial annals. By conducting her photographic activity at night, the signs come to appear as luminous effigies of the past so that the names adorning their surface appear as strange and at times uncanny reminders to passersby of the land's original ownership and affiliations. They evoke the feeling of "unsettled settledness" that is popular in descriptions of the postcolonial condition of countries, including New Zealand and Australia, where one can imagine being "in place" or at home only through the recognition that one is also "out of place" or unfamiliar with it (Ross Gibson, cited in Gelder & Jacobs, 1998, p. 28) . Captured and stilled by the act of nighttime photography, the signs are both decontextualized from their quotidian space and displaced from the infrastructure of road signs that enables conventional Pakeha meaning; there may be more to the well-manicured suburb of Waikaremoana Place, Auckland, than perhaps meets the eye. Instead of "stealing" the road signs (a practice that traditionally happens at night), Robertson attempts a reclamation of the names, stories, and places institutionalized by the signs, so that the images may reinscribe a sense of the political agency, cultural urgency, and spatial experiences that have marked New Zealand prior to, during, and since the period of colonization. Instead of looking through the historical references on the road signs, Robertson asks the viewer to see the histories that are present but invisible within the road signs, which themselves look as if they were always there; bland, visible, and the most anodyne of commemorative forms. 
Reading the Signs
Robertson's photographs highlight the relationship between knowledge, image and text and explore the role that these components play in the constitution of culture and identity. Although her work challenges the commemorative purpose of road signs, the photographs also recognize the important function they perform in keeping the historical associations of the names in some form of contemporary circulation and continued usage. Produced to illustrate how the commemorative procedure of recording Maori names, places, and language on road signs actually offers evidence of a relationship with particular places, Robertson's "documents" appear to argue against assimiliationist models of culture and threaten to subvert the regulation of historical knowledge via official processes of naming and state recognition. Despite having a referent that is geographically distant (the signs in one urban region bear the Maori names of other parts of the country), the histories that are encased within these road signs remain current, and Robertson explains that the photographs of the road signs trigger strong responses in Maori from the different iwi.…The histories are anything but forgotten and in fact are kept alive through waiata (song) and whaikorero (formal speechmaking). My experience of being on marae listening to whaikorero is that these histories are often recalled as if they were yesterday-including tears flowing for the resultant losses, even though the event being talked about was before the living memory of those present. (personal communication, December 1, 2003) Indeed, Robertson's images appear to produce a provocative aversion to the official "kinds of assimilation which, misrepresenting the local invention at that place, perpetuate a tradition of historical forgetting" (Carter, 2004, p. 171) . They achieve this by keeping colonial assertions and bureaucracies of naming, owning, and regulating in constant play with local histories, cultures, and knowledges. Similarly, the images appear to argue against the institutionalization of modes of forgetting where road signs-despite appearing to honor Maori language and vocabulary-do so in a way that actually seeks to undermine the commemorative function. Even more so than other kinds of historical monuments and memorials (see Coombes, 2003) , the commemoration of language in this formal, homogeneous way means that referents are almost entirely subsumed within the everyday and function simply and singularly therefore as road signs.
Through her images, Robertson extends Paul Carter's (2004) point that the simple act of remembering (or commemoration) is not enough and that "the heterodoxy of the re-membering needs to be recognized and embraced" (p. 171). Adopting this as a way of justifying her methodological choices, Robertson aims to motivate a multitude of heterogeneous and even competing counterreadings, first-person or passed-on stories, and memories and experiences stimulated in response to the names of people and places inscribed on the signs. As such, Robertson's photographs present overlaid and hybrid text and image combinations that reveal the fundamental heterogeneity or constructedness of all representation so that the "resistance to synthesis or assimilation defines their political value" (Carter, 2004, p. 12) . In presenting the signs as repoliticized sites of exchange and dialogue, Robertson offers support to the idea that history in New Zealand is debatable and that it is often in fact actively debated between and among New Zealand's tribal and Western-trained historians. In confronting the products and processes of history making, her photographs reiterate Michael Reilly's (2000) argument that in writing our histories we must look to making discoveries which reveal the foreignness of others' pasts and their points of connection to our own. In so doing, we may discover how debatable the domain of any historical representation may be. (p. 34) Robertson's photographs suggest that the signs inscribe and naturalize ideas about cultural difference. Rejecting any position associated with attempts to remove the cultural histories embedded in the vocabulary of the signs, Robertson instead aims to insert herself within the spaces and histories signified and to engage with the ways that history and cultural difference become manifested as official history. Like Carter's (2004) project, "the object of the discourse improvised in this is not to wipe out that difference" (p. 172). Responding to the discourse of the road signs, Robertson can be seen as aiming to "preserve the materiality of the discourse, that quotient of location, occasion and orientation that provides the indispensable condition of difference" (p. 172). Further to this, in focusing predominantly on illuminated signs with blacked-out backgrounds (from which all sense of place is removed), her images appear to engage directly with the site of writing itself. From this place (the brightened and reflective surface of the sign), she is able to critique the role that language plays in the construction of cultural difference, and engaging semiotically in this way, she is relieved of any perceived necessity to reappropriate the cultural difference signified (that she does choose to identify in this way may indicate her desire to engage with a space of interplay between differences rather than a desire to enact or embody difference). As such, she engages analytically with the way that these signs function as a place where cultural difference is inscribed, at the same time as she is able to indicate the problems involved in the practice of writing cultural difference, whereby the mythopoetic requirements of place-making often compete against postcolonial strategies of politicization and resistance to the mainstream nexus of language, power, and knowledge.
Travel Stories
Fascinated by the idea that road signs carry the names of significant cultural or topographical sites that exist elsewhere, Robertson's Whakatere-Urban Drift series (2001) explores the idea that these signs not only provide a memorial to the past but also offer the promise or possibility of a journey to another place and time. Robertson says that her work highlights a system of navigation within the metropolis while also pointing back to a tribal place, remembering other landscapes. For 3rd and 4th generation [urban] Maori, the name of an ancestral mountain may no longer recall its particularities but rather evoke a mythological place known only through oral histories. (quoted in Parekowhai, 1998) Although these pasts are more or less known by both Maori and Pakeha, the Maori response to Robertson's images is often stimulated by the Maori knowledge system that is evoked by Robertson's appropriation of the road signs, as well as the content, history, or event that is implicated within the language adorning the signs. Robertson explains that "the signs assist in the continual reconstruction of oral mapping histories through collective memory for Maori, [and this can lead to] disjuncture and forgetting or lack of cognition for those unaware of those particular histories" (personal communication, December 1, 2003). As such, the road signs occupy a transgressive liminal space that is both personal and cultural, where the names come to speak at once of individual and collective relationships with, and memories of, the land. They also aim to evoke the connectivity with the past that can also be achieved by looking at historical images, where, Binney (2001) explains, the photographs may "become the means by which a people's history was recovered, together with their understanding of it" (p. 83). In proposing the existence of this additional level of articulation, Robertson's photographs ask viewers to imagine the journeys and roadways that they and their forebears have already traversed, as well as other expeditions which they may yet make along these roads.
Immersed within the process of travel herself while documenting the road signs, Robertson contends in the first person that we actively, although often unconsciously, produce narratives about our journeys that respond more or less to the particular spaces that we pass by and through. This echoes Carter's (1987) argument that [Captain] Cook's geo-graphy, his writing of lands, was inseparable from the conditions [and experience] of the inquiry itself.…This was the essence of the maps he made, that they did not mirror the appearance of natural objects, but preserved the trace of encountering them. (p. 23) Although both the map and the sign are designed to record and convey information, and despite their tabula rasa appearance, they suggest the existence of myriad other stories and experiences. Commensurate also with Robertson's contention that every travel provides a story is Michel de Certeau's (1984) idea that "every story is a travel story-a spatial practice" (p. 115). He explains, "The story does not [just] express a practice. It does not limit itself to telling about a movement. It makes it. One understands it, then, if one enters into this movement oneself " (p. 85). Assertions that the map and the story not only preserve but actively produce the movements and experiences implicit within their final form are extended by Robertson's decision to name this series Whakatere, which means "to drift, float, or navigate." Indeed, Robertson urges her images to facilitate a process whereby the words and names on the road signs may move beyond signage, navigation, and official modes of commemoration and come to have significance within the realms of both individual response and collective memory.
Expanding the Field: The Antimap
Both responding to the ways in which places have historically been named and interested in the ways travel through such places has been documented and recorded, Robertson's photographs are designed to provoke an awareness of the constructed nature of mapping and representation. They reveal an interest in Carter's (1987) suggestion that "for Cook, knowing and naming were identical, but there was no question of a direct relation between signifier and signified, any more than an innovative relationship existed between the uncompleted map and the world" (p. 9), and in the Whakatere-Urban Drift series, Robertson illustrates both the tenuous mapping and naming practices used historically by the early settlers and surveyors and the often indiscernible relationship between our own current-day road maps and the actual urban environment that these maps help us navigate our way through. These photographs also refer to contemporary Maori knowledge systems, and Robertson contends that
Maori are crucially aware of these past histories, and one thing I suggest through my work is that we all may have a different map of a city or urban space; one which is defined by these otherwise banal signs. Therefore my Ngati Porou navigational map of Auckland includes Hikurangi Street and Waiapu Lane and key reference points (apparently there are at least six Ngati Porou families living either in or in the close vicinity of Hikurangi Street in Te Atatu!) and my Tuhoe friends all know Te Kooti Rd is near Ohiwa Harbour. (personal communication, December 1, 2003) Looked at or collated together, as in Kirikirioa ki Kawerau-Driving Home (1999) , the photographs may be seen as animating a kind of antimap. Rather than providing the viewer with any actual information about the location of the road sign photographed (the backgrounds are rendered in nighttime black), the images are placed awkwardly alongside one another, and instead of achieving a seamless effect of continuity, the final effect is of an ill-fitting or broken-down panorama. This evidences Robertson's interest in the interplay and relationship between practices and processes of oral mapping and the more recent Western (colonial) form of panoptical perspective produced by the aerially rendered cartographic map. Whereas oral mapping privileges the chance encounter (the telling of stories on the way and the reliving of memories), the flat Western map aims to reduce the signs of experience to the line and two-dimensional surface. De Certeau (1984) defines this map as a totalizing stage on which elements of diverse origin are brought together to form the tableau of a "state" of geographical knowledge, [the map] pushes away into its prehistory or into its posterity, as if into the wings, the operations of which it is the result of the necessary condition. It remains alone on the stage. (p. 121) He argues that "the tour describers have disappeared" (p. 121) from the representational space of the map, which is left as a clinical or pseudo scientific object or artefact denying the human processes involved in its making. Indeed, within this conception, the map obliterates the historical connection despite superficially providing a commemoration of it through the naming process. Rejecting the panoptic perspective privileged by early mapmakers and surveyors, however, Robertson's representational approach produces the effect of an antimap that recognizes and challenges the image of singular authority embodied by these cultural products. As such, the signs are depicted to represent but question their omnipotence and authority and to reinvigorate the experiences and memories subsumed within the lexicon of malfunctioning signifiers.
Robertson 's image W15/4.4 Te Kooti Rd. (1998) playfully performs many of the component aspects of representation and can be seen most directly as evoking the map at a formal level, albeit by accident. Because of a shutter error that occurred during shooting, all 36 exposures were taken on one frame. This resulted in an image that both catalogues and compresses the process of documenting an experience and the experience itself within a flat representational plane so that "when you look at the work, that depth and layering and all those different exposures are all on this one frame" (Robertson, quoted in Smith, 2002, p. 144) . This unintended compression can be seen as achieving a paradoxical outcome whereby the photograph functions like a map in that it collapses all the details of the landscape to a two-dimensional plane. Rather than banishing marks of experience and memory, however, these are evoked quite literally within the space of this map. Huhana Smith (2002) writes that through her images of signs isolated from their surroundings, Natalie creates a relationship between the urban landscape and ancestral lands by collapsing space. In doing so, she highlights the words, their meanings, and their real cultural significance for those who should know. (p. 147) Acknowledging the role of naming and language in the production of experience and place, landscape-and the processes by which land becomes landscape-has become an increasingly popular point of discussion in a New Zealand context. Giselle Byrnes (2000) describes landscaping as a transformative or translational process whereby "artistic conventions applied to the land determine the way that the land is seen: it remains invisible without these conventional genres of reading" (p. 61). Not only did this framework of expression provide early settlers of New Zealand with a way of knowing the land (often referred to as the "Britain of the South"), it also offered evidence of its domestication and "the symbolic appropriation of land from the Maori" (Francis Pound, quoted in Byrnes, 2000, p. 61) . The understanding of the land that was achieved by speaking about it in certain terms (and according to representational tropes such as the picturesque) equates clearly with an expression of ownership and the assertion of sole governance over it. This also means that it was only through such discursive measures that the land was made visible-that is, knowable and real-to White settlers. Although initial colonial processes of naming aimed to render the land familiar, in its more recent guise, the integration of place names (and the concurrent commemoration of places, events, and people) onto road signs has in fact rendered the places, events, and people commemorated by this naming invisible. Is this a double domestication of the points of reference, in the sense that Maori names and knowledge systems that were written over by colonial naming practices are being commemorated in such a way that they will appear to be relegated to history, and with little contemporary relevance? If the original sources or points of reference are being written out of living memory by being reinscribed as history, then Robertson's images may offer a kind of antimap that aims to make the land visible (again) and also render the intersecting systems of power, knowledge, and representation discernible. If successful, not only will these images counteract official colonial styles of representation and traditional pedagogy with calls for viewers to respond with individual memories, stories, and experiences that will reenliven the names referenced by the signs, but they may contribute to reinscribing indigenous Maori systems of mapping the land.
Conclusion
Robertson's photographs of road signs present a series of dislocations. The names on the signs are removed from their original locations twice over; first by the fact that many signs bear the names of distant places and second by the loss of the original referent according to the historical quoting that often leads to the naming. Looked at simultaneously, these dislocations come together to form a fragmented and incomplete map of various regions of New Zealand. Pulling these parts together to produce a provocative antimap that refuses to allow the controlling and authoritative gaze full range, Robertson's images are fundamentally and importantly heterogeneous. To critique the interaction between systems of power, control, and representational forms such as naming and mapping, they "make materially visible the structure of representation as a trace of temporality and exchange" (W.J.T. Mitchell, quoted in Carter, 2004, p. 12) . In producing these images, Robertson attempts to reveal the formal structures and ideological frameworks of representation to illustrate the constructedness of what is real and known, both today and historically. In accord with this depiction of the image as "a trace of temporality and exchange," her photographs also call for a reinscription of points of connection and dialogue between memories and stories and a specific place. Functioning as a series of antimaps that attempt to expand the field of representation rather than contain it, these images can be seen as offering a counterpoetics, "a poetics with a distinct political edge, as, possessing a 'pragmatic, localised, heterogenous totality,'" that "not only interprets the world but changes it" (Carter, 2004, p. 12) .
